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Impact Run 
winter jacket
Black & Nettle Green
$149.95

With a wind- and water-resistant outer 
body, the Impact Run Winter Jacket for 
women is a great option for running or 
training on cold winter mornings. The 
athletic cut skims your chest for optimal 
coverage without compromising your natural 
movement, while the NB HEAT fabric wicks 
away moisture to help keep you dry and 
warm throughout your run.



Heat Grid Hoodie
Nettle Green
$89.95

Featuring NB HEAT technology to help keep you warm and dry 
during outdoor runs, our NB Heat Grid Hoodie also includes 
mitts and cuffs to keep your hands toasty. This women's hoodie 
has a longer length to keep more of you protected when you're 
training in cold weather, while the athletic fit means you'll also 
look great. The zippered kangaroo pocket provides a convenient 
storage option when you're on the run.



Heat Grid Vest
Black
$89.95

With a sleeveless design and wind-resistant front body layer, the 
Impact Run Grid Back Vest is a great option for layering while 
jogging on cold mornings and evenings. The NB HEAT fabric 
wicks away moisture to help regulate your body temperature 
and combat sweat to help keep you dry and comfortable 
throughout your run.

Heat Grid LONG SLEEVE
Off-Road Heather & Heather Charcoal

$44.95

If you're heading out for a cold-weather run, make sure you've got 
your NB Heat Grid Long Sleeve, which features NB HEAT to help 

keep you warm and dry. This long sleeve shirt for women even has a 
handy zipper arm pocket to hold your valuables, plus a mock neck and 

reflective details for elevated style.



Impact Heat Tight
Dark Olive & Black
$89.95

Constructed with NB HEAT technology, the Impact Heat Tight 
retains heat while wicking away moisture, to help keep you 
warm so you can enjoy training outdoors all year 'round. With a 
zip pocket on the back and additional side pockets, these 
women's tights can accommodate your phone, keys or nutrition 
while also providing a comfy place to rest your hands.



Heat Loft jacket
Black & Nettle Green
$149.95

Whether you're running errands or hiking the trails, 
the NB Heat Loft Jacket is sure to keep you warm 
and toasty, thanks to its trio of technologies: NB 
HEAT, NB DRY and HEAT LOFT. Stay warm and 
cozy with the hood and thumbhole cuffs. This jacket 
for women also has an athletic fit to keep you 
looking great and hand pockets to hold all your 
essentials.



Impact RUN 
WINTER JACKET
Black
$149.95

With a water- and wind-resistant body, the 
Impact Run Winter Jacket for men is a great 
option for running or training on cold winter 
mornings. The athletic cut skims your chest for 
optimal coverage without compromising your 
natural movement, while the NB HEAT fabric 
wicks away moisture to help keep you dry and 
comfortable throughout your run.



Impact Run
Grid Back Vest
Heather Charcoal
$89.95

With a sleeveless design and wind-resistant 
front body layer, the Impact Run Grid Back Vest 
for men is a great option for layering while 
jogging on cold mornings and evenings. The 
athletic cut skims your chest for optimal 
coverage without compromising your natural 
movement, while the NB HEAT fabric wicks 
away moisture to help regulate your body 
temperature and combat sweat to help keep 
you dry and comfortable throughout your run.



RUN GRID BACK ½ ZIP
Athletic Grey & Eclipse Heather
$89.95

Inspired by cold-weather running, our Impact Run Grid Back Half 
Zip is a versatile and stylish warming layer. This men's running top 
features NB Heat grid fleece to help keep you warm while wicking 
away moisture, and a soft poly-knit construction with just a bit of 
stretch for comfort. A woven chest pocket provides storage for your 
longer runs.



Q Speed Fuel 
Jacquard Long Sleeve
Athletic Grey & Light Burgundy Heather
$49.95

Whether you're running errands or hiking the trails, the NB Heat Loft Jacket is 
sure to keep you warm and toasty, thanks to its trio of technologies: NB HEAT, 
NB DRY and HEAT LOFT. 



Impact Run
Heat Tight
Black
$89.95

Constructed with NB HEAT fabric technology, the Impact 
Run Heat Tights for men wick away moisture with ease and 
help to keep you warm during cooler weather workouts so 
you can enjoy training outdoors all year 'round. With a zip 
pocket on the back and additional side pockets, these tights 
can accommodate your phone, keys or nutrition.



A V A I L A B L E  N O W

MEET OISELLE
Oiselle is a Seattle-based by women, for women athletic apparel 
company that has always loved to go fast, take chances. They
make running apparel for female athletes of all ages, paces, and 
places and bring together a community of women who love to 
move, run, and fly. Their mission is threefold: make great 
product, improve the sport, and build the sisterhood.
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LONG ROGA SHORTS
Fall Floral & Black
$61.95

The BFF to many a long-shorts lover. 
The front zip pocket is joined by the addition of an extra large, center back waistband pocket, 
which is even better for keeping items flat against the body. In addition to the Plya Compression 
waistband, all Roga styles come in a new Roga Stretch Woven body fabric that maintains the 
qualities you love in the Roga (comfort, stretch) but with improved drape and hand feel.



ROGA SHORTS
Fall Floral & Black
$57.95

Oiselle’s signature super short with an extra large, center back zip pocket, Plya
Compression waistband, and a new Roga Stretch Woven body fabric that has all 
the same stretch Roga fans know and love, but is more fluid. The fit, the shaping, 
the ability to go any and every mile—we’re happy to present you with a rewired 
classic that honors the original quest for the non-poofy running shorts!



LUX SIDE ZIP
Pacific/Grounded
$81.95

A baselayer with benefits: the high neck style 
we love, but with a zip-down cooling option. 
The Lux Side Zip is inspired by a beloved 
version from the past that folks still request. It 
starts with Classic Lux in a versatile long sleeve 
silhouette that's intended to fit the body 
without being tight nor loose; that ideal mid-
layer that can go over a tank, but underneath 
outerwear. And it's a perfect style, really, 
because it's maximum Lux on your skin. Thumb 
holes and a pop of contrast Lux behind the 
neck zip, complete the style!



Flyte Long Sleeve
Shelly Green & Grounded
$67.95

The Flyte seamless long sleeve is light as flight, soft and 
never clingy. Your essential cold weather layer with 
thumbholes, of course!



LUX CROPPED PANTS
Black
$75.95

Let's face it, we want to live in Lux. The best way to do that 
is to offer designs that also give us ways to style up our 
bottoms. These pants bring it! Made in the Classic Lux, in 
rich double dye. The fit is easy and athletic, plus pockets, and 
a cropped length that allows for wearing them slightly longer, 
or pulled up below the knee.



TRIPLE THREAT 
TIGHTS
Black
$95.95

Introducing the newest style in Oiselle’s
effort to create practical garments that are 
also design-worthy stunners. Like its 
predecessor, this style is well-pocketed 
(five!), is high-waisted (flattering, 
comfortable!), and provides that runner-
essential piece that can straddle all kinds of 
temperatures and mileage (versatile!). 



REFLECTIVE EARBAND
Black Flying Birds Print
$23.95



TRUCKER HAT
$31.95





THERMOPOLIS 
Who says you have to run indoors all winter? 
With a combination of soft, breathable fabric, 
the women's THERMOPOLIS™ fabric  helps 
you combat dreary weather.

WINTER TIGHTS
Black
$64.95

JOGGER
Black
$64.95



LITE-SHOW WINTER JACKET
Spice Latte/Graphite Grey
$144.95

Designed with FIREFLY™ technology to improve visibility when running in low-
light conditions, the LITE-SHOW™ WINTER JACKET is also complemented with 
reflective ASICS branding. Additionally, this jacket features a full-zip application and 
front pockets for storing smaller accessories.



LITE-SHOW 
WINTER JACKET
Performance Black
$144.95

Designed with FIREFLY™ technology to 
improve visibility when running in low-light 
conditions, the LITE-SHOW™ WINTER 
JACKET is also complemented with reflective 
ASICS branding. Additionally, this jacket 
features a full-zip application and front pockets 
for storing smaller accessories.



THERMOPOLIS Winter Tight
Performance Black
$69.95

Men's heavyweight thermopolis tight to keep you warm during cool training months

LITE SHOW BEANIE
Black
$34.95

Protect your head and stay visible in adverse conditions with the LITE-
SHOW™ 2 running beanie. Designed for dedicated runners who want to 
get out on the road or track in any weather, this hat is made from a soft 
fleece material that locks in warmth and is windproof, making it a great 
addition to your training outfit. For your safety, this beanie boasts a 
reflective spiral logo.





Dash ½ Zip
Rosewood/Hot Pink
$69.95

When the weather calls for more than just a t-shirt the 
Dash 1/2 Zip delivers lightweight coverage that adds 
just the right amount of extra warmth.



Notch Thermal 
Long Sleeve
Heather Flamingo
$69.95

Stay warm during cold-weather runs thanks to this 
lightweight, odor-resistant layer that wicks away sweat 
and stretches to move with you.



GREENLIGHT TIGHT
Beet
$79.95

A longtime favorite, this women's running tight is soft, 
supportive, and comfortable thanks to DriLayer® 
HorsePower fabric. Added bonus: no-bounce 
pockets, so you can easily store essentials.



Notch Thermal 
Hoodie
Heather Asphalt/Black
$89.95

Looking for warmth in a lightweight layer? This thermal running 
hoodie for men wicks sweat away to keep you warm, dry, and 
comfortable from start to finish.



Notch Thermal 
Long Sleeve
Heather Sangria/Sangria
$79.95

Stay warm without overheating in this men's lightweight long-
sleeve running layer. Thermal fabric wicks away sweat for comfort 
during cold-weather runs.



Spartan Pant
Black
$74.95

Loosen up, they said. So Brooks did. This relaxed-fit men's running 
pant is easy to layer in cold weather. Offset ankle zippers let you 
change quickly once you're warmed up.



Notch Thermal Beanie/Headband
Heather Ash
$24.95

All the warmth without the bulk. DriLayer® Threshold fabric insulates while the notched design traps 
warmth to keep the cold at bay.

Cascadia 
Thermal Mitten
Black
$39.95





Breath Thermo TIGHT
Black
$79.95

A Base Layer Tight featuring a new and improved stretch Mizuno signature Breath 
Thermo® thermal fabric technology that uses escaping body vapor to generate heat. 
Suitable for tundra type conditions.

Breath Thermo Base Layer 
Long Sleeve
Black
$84.95

A Long Sleeve Base Layer featuring a new and improved 
stretch Mizuno signature Breath Thermo® thermal 
fabric technology that uses escaping body vapor to 
generate heat. Suitable for tundra type conditions.



Breath Thermo Base 
Layer Long Sleeve
Mood Indigo & Black
$84.95

A Long Sleeve Base Layer featuring a new and improved stretch 
Mizuno signature Breath Thermo® thermal fabric technology 
that uses escaping body vapor to generate heat. Suitable for 
tundra type conditions.



Breath Thermo Tight
Black
$79.95

A Base Layer Tight featuring a new and improved stretch Mizuno 
signature Breath Thermo® thermal fabric technology that uses 
escaping body vapor to generate heat. Suitable for tundra type 
conditions.

Alpha Jogger Pants
Black

$64.95

The Alpha Jogger Pant comes fully loaded for all your training 
needs. Featuring Mizuno DryLite® Technology that 

transports excess moisture away from the body, 360 
reflectivity, 4-way stretch, & zipper pockets.



Breath Thermo FLEECE GLOVES
Black
$34.95

Mid Weight fleece glove featuring Mizuno's signature Breath Thermo® thermal fabric technology that 
uses escaping body vapor to generate heat. The perfect blend of fit and function to beat the cold.

Breath Thermo BEANIE/HEADBAND
Black
$29.95 & $24.95

Ergonomically-shaped featuring Mizuno's signature Breath Thermo® 
thermal fabric technology that uses escaping body vapor to generate heat. 
The perfect blend of fit and function to beat the cold.
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